
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

Animating the New HeroAnimating the New Hero
The Anya and Andrew Shiva Gallery at John Jay College, CUNY, NYC, proudly presents  
an exhibition curated by Dr. Thalia Vrachopoulos 

September 6th until October 20th, 2023 
With a reception on September 6th from 6-8PM.
With a live painting preformamce by Giorgos Tzinoudis*

New York- Today, more and more animated films and series, depict fictional heroes with complex and diverse 
traits on the sentimental spectrum, moving gradually further away from the stereotypical masculine attitudes of 
precedented characters, introducing progressively more women heroines, or more people of color while present-
ing heroes as ordinary people: glorifying heroism in the ephemeral moments of everyday experience. Animation 
itself is compiled on temporality. On the ephemeral state of each frame: rotoscoping, stop – motion. A hero 
doesn’t need to be grandiose in order to approve efficiently their innermost efficacy.     

Art (and the aesthetic experience in general) unconsciously functions as individuating technique due to its 
self-reflective nature, as I. Kant pointed out in his Critique of Judgement. The hyper-democratization of visual 
arts (or digital technology) rapidly accelerates this irreversible process of inner personalization, subjugating also 
into its well-knitted depths the old-fashioned  idea of the Olympian hero – everyone needs to become his own 
superhero. From the 20th century onwards, the omnipotent demigods of older literature are being constantly 
transmuted into ordinary heroic people of a mundane day-in day-out lifecycle; a modern Odysseus voyaging in 
the crowded streets of commonplace Dublin like in James Joyce’s Ulysses, while the grotesque monsters and 
otherworldly beings of epic poetry are now nothing more than the unrelenting machine-like social hyper-struc-
tures of a burnt-out megacity.   

Today’s technological society forces the self-isolated individual to irreversibly confront alone his own heart 
wrenching phobias, without the ever-lasting hope of external help of a “deus ex machina” – the ultra-idealized 
archetype of a mythical savor is no longer thoroughly solicitous. Each “everyman” transcends thus his own for-
mer, frail personhood, in order to become finally his own “real” self; a hidden hero animated in his own image 
and likeness, who vehemently overcomes the silent onslaught of everyday life. 

The participating artists are: Ruth Adler • Ellen Evjen • Petros Lales • Liane Lang • Inmi Lee & Yunmi Her 
• Jerry Lim • D. Dominick Lombardi • Maia Lynch • Amy Malcolm • Dulce Pinzón • Matt Roberts • Giannis 
Koutoulias, Giorgos Sgouros & Athina Daskalaki • Olga Rudenko • Galina Shevchenko • Marianne Strapatsakis 
& Giorgos Nikopoulos • Giorgos Tzinoudis • Ariadni Vitastali

Funding for the performance by Giorgos Tzinoudis was generously provided by a grant from the Office for the 
Advancement of Research Community Event Fund at John Jay College.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Please call or write to the curator 
Thalia Vrachopoulos at tvrachopoulos@jjay.cuny.edu or 
The Anya and Andrew Shiva Gallery
212-237-1439
gallery@jjay.cuny.edu   www.shivagallery.org
Gallery Hours: 10 AM- 6 PM, M – F

Anya and Andrew Shiva Gallery
John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY

860 11th Avenue
New York, NY  10019




